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Abstract. A semi-Thue system S (Thue system T) is self-embedding if there exist words x, y and 
z such that xz ~ e and y ~*xyz(y*-,*xyz). It is shown that it is undecidable in general whether 
or not a given finite semi-Thue system S (Thue system T) is self-embedding. 
Introduction 
General replacement systems uch as term-rewriting systems or graph grammars 
have attracted a lot of attention recently because of their many applications for 
abstract data types, formula manipulation, program transformation, theorem prov- 
ing, etc. These applications often require methods for proving uniform termination 
of the systems under consideration. Unfortunately, it is undecidable in general 
whether or not a given term-rewriting system is uniformly terminating (Noetherian) 
[3]. However, many properties of term-rewriting systems which imply uniform 
termination can be found in the literature (cf., e.g., [4] for an overview). One such 
property is the property of being non-selfembedding which is defined using the 
homeomorphic embedding relation ~ on terms. A term-rewriting system R is said to 
be self-embedding if there exist terms t and t', tat ', such that t can be transformed 
into t' by a nonempty sequence of applications of rules of R [1]. Unfortunately, it 
is also undecidable in general whether or not a given term-rewriting system is 
non-selfembedding [7]. 
Here we are interested in semi-Thue and Thue systems. These systems are string- 
rewriting systems, and hence they form a rather restricted class of term-rewriting 
systems ince each string-rewriting system can be viewed as a term-rewriting system 
containing unary function symbols only (cf., e.g., [3]). In [7], Plaisted proves the 
undecidability of the non-selfembedding property by giving a systematic method of 
constructing a term-rewriting system RM from a given Turing machine M such that 
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RM is self-embedding if and only if M accepts blank tape. However, in addition 
to some constants and a unary function symbol, RM contains two function symbols 
of arity 3. Thus, RM does not belong to the class of string-rewriting systems. In 
what follows we shall carry over Plaisted's undecidability result to the classes of 
semi-Thue and Thue systems. We shall use the terminology and notation introduced 
by Nivat and colleagues (cf., e.g., [6]). 
1. Definitions and results 
If ,Y is a finite alphabet, hen ,S* is the free monoid generated by ,Y. The identity 
of.,Y* is the empty word e, the operation is the concatenation f words. The length 
of a word w is denoted by [w[. 
A semi-Thue system S on ,Y is a subset of ,Y* x ,Y* the elements (I, r) of which 
are called (rewrite) rules. The semi-Thue reduction relation generated by S is the 
reflexive transitive closure 3"  of the following relation ~s :  U~sV if and only if 
3x, y ~ ,Y*, ( l, r) ~ S: u = xly and v = xry. 
A Thue system T on Z is a semi-Thue system that is symmetric, i.e., (/, r)~ T 
implies (r, l)~ T. Hence, the relation Or  is symmetric implying that 3"  is a 
congruence on ,Y*, the Thue congruence generated by T. To stress this point the 
relations Or  and 3"  are usually written as oT  and ~* ,  respectively. 
A semi-Thue system S on ,S is self-embedding if there exist words x, y, z ~ ~* 
such that xz ~ e and y ~*s xyz. We are interested in the following decision problem. 
INSTANCE: a finite semi-Thue system S on .~. 
QUESTION: is S Self-embedding? 
We claim that this problem is undecidable in general. Since Thue systems form 
a restricted class of semi-Thue systems, it is sufficient for our purposes to consider 
the above decision problem for Thue systems only. 
INSTANCE: a finite Thue system T on ,Y. 
QUESTION: is T self-embedding, i.e., are there words x, y, z E ,Y* such that xz ~ e 
and y ,-* * xyz ? 
Now we can state our main result. 
Theorem. It is undecidable in general whether or not a given finite (semi-)Thue system 
is self-embedding. 
This result will be proved in the following by effectively reducing the DLBA- 
emptiness problem to the self-embedding problem for Thue systems. This reduction 
is a variant of the one used by Narendran and McNaughton [5] to prove the 
undecidability of preperfectness of finite Thue systems. 
2. Reducing the DLBA-emptiness problem to the self-embedding problem for Thue 
systems 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the notion of Turing machine and its 
notation (cf., e.g., [2]). 
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A linear bounded automaton (LBA) is a Tufing machine with the restriction that 
the machine has access only to the portion of the tape containing the input word 
x plus the two tape squares holding the unerasable end markers ~ and $. Formally, 
an LBA M is given by an 8-tuple (Q, ,Y, ~2, 8, qo, ~, $, F), where Q is the finite set 
of states, Y is the input alphabet, ~2 is the working alphabet (~, c_ ~2), qoe Q is the 
initial state, ~. and $ are the left and right end marker, respectively, F c_ Q is the set 
of final states, and 8:QxF--)2 o×r×~L's'R} is the transition function of M. Here, 
F = ~2 u {~, $}, L means 'move to the left', R 'move to the fight', and S 'stay at the 
same place'. A deterministic LBA (DLBA) is one in which there is at most one 
possible transition for every pair (q, a)~ Q x F. The language L(M) accepted by a 
DLBA M is defined as 
L(M) = {w e -Y*l starting at the initial configuration ~qow$ M eventually 
reaches an accepting state q e F}. 
It is undecidable in general whether or not the language L(M) accepted by a 
given DLBA M is empty [2]. This is the fundamental result upon which our proof 
of the undecidability of the self-embedding property for Thue systems is based. In 
the following we shall present a construction that, from a given DLBA M, builds 
a finite Thue system T such that L(M) ~ ~ if and only if T is self-embedding. 
Starting from any DLBA M~ we can construct another DLBA M 2 with the 
following properties: 
(i) L(Ma)= L(M2). 
(ii) M2 has no redundant moves, i.e., there are no moves of the form 8(qa, a) = 
(q2, a, $). 
(iii) M2 begins its operation by performing a 'well-formedness check' in its initial 
state qo; it moves through the input and examines whether every symbol is in the 
input alphabet. The state is changed once the $ symbol is hit, and qo never occurs 
again in a valid computation sequence. 
(iv) M2 has a unique final state qf. In addition, M2 halts at the very fight end 
(i.e., at the S-symbol) once it accepts the input. 
Let M = (Q, ,Y, ~2, 8, qo, ~, $, qf) be a DLBA satisfying conditions (ii) to (iv) given 
above; let F:= ~2 u{~, $}, and let Q={qo, q~,--., qf}. Now a semi-Thue system 
S(M) is constructed that simulates M. S(M) is defined on the alphabet F u Q (we 
assume F :~ Q = ~), and it contains the following collection of rules: 
q~a=~a'q2 if 8(q~, a) = (q2, a', R), 
qla:::C, q2a' if 8(q~, a) = (q2, a', S), 
bqla~q2ba' if 8(q~, a) = (q2, a', L) for all b e ~2, 
~qla=~i~q3a' if 8(q~, a)=(q2, a', L) and 8(q2, ~)=(q3, ~, R). 
Here, q~, q2, q3e Q, a, a' e F. 
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Note that 6(q2, ~)= (q3, ~, R) for some q3 E Q since M cannot erase the left end 
marker ~, it cannot move to the left of it, and it cannot stay reading it since this 
would be a redundant move. 
From the construction we immediately get the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. For all w ~ ~* the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) ::lw'e/2*: ~.qoW$~*(M)~w'qf$, and 
(2) w~L(M) .  
By adding the rule (r, l) for each rule (l, r) ~ S(M)  we obtain the Thue system 
T~. From [5] we take the following result. 
Lemma 2. For all w, w' ~ J2*, ~,qoW$~-÷~-i~,w'qf$ if and only if ~qOW$~(M)~,w'q f$ .  
Finally, let Pl, P2, and P3 be three additional letters and let Q' := Q u {pl, p2, p3}. 
We define a Thue system T2 on A := F u Q' by taking the following rules and their 
inverses: 
(el): ~p,$-> qf$, 
(e2): ~.p2x->~p, ] 
! 
p2x'-> xp2 ~ for all x ~ 2 
Xp3 ~ P3 X J 
P25 "> P35 
tp3-  p  
 qo. 
We consider the Thue system T := T1 u T2. Then T is a finite Thue system on A 
which with the exception of rules (el) and (e2), contains length-preserving rules 
only. We claim that T is self-embedding if and only if L(M) ~ O. The 'if'-part of 
this equivalence is straightforward. 
Lemma 3. I l L (M)  # O, then T is self-embedding. 
Proof. Let weZ*  be such that we L(M), i.e., ~,qoW$~*,~.w'qf$ for some w'~ £2* 
by Lemmas 1 and 2. Hence, we have the following sequence of congruences, where 
W ---- a la2 .  • • an,  ai E ,~,: 
qf$ ~-*~Pl$ *'*~p2an$ ~->~a,,p2$ *'*~anP3$ 
T2 T2 7"2 T 2 
~">~p3an$ ~'>~p, an$ ~'>~p2an-,an$ ~">" " " 
r2 T2 7"2 Tz 
*-*~pl al a2 . . . .  . a,,$ ~-*~qoal 2 . an$ = ~qo W$ ~-'~ *Tl ~ W' qf$, 
T2 7r2 
i.e., T is self-embedding. [] 
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It remains to prove the converse implication. To this end a sequence of lemmas 
is established. From the form of the rules of T we see that u ~*  v implies Iu I Q, = I v I o,, 
and lul,--Ivl,, where Iwlo, (Iwl,) denotes the number of occurrences of letters from 
Q' (of S-symbols) in w. Further, the number of occurrences of the k-symbol can be 
changed by applications of rule (el) only. With each word weA* ,  w= 
Wor;W~...r~wn, w~sF* ,  r~Q' ,  n>~O, we associate a tuple o f  states st(w):= 
(r~, r2 , . . . ,  r,). Since each rule contains one letter from Q' on each side, each 
application of a rule to w involves one of the letters r~, r2 , . . . ,  r~. An application 
of a rule involving r~ is said to occur at position i. 
Lemma 4. Let x, y, z e A* be such that y ~-> * xyz. Then z = e. 
Proof. I f  lYIQ,--0, then [y ] r={y},  i.e., x=z= e. So let y=yor ly~. . ,  rnyn, y~er* ,  
r~ ~ Q', n I> 1, i.e., st(y) = ( rb . . . ,  r.) = st(xyz). Assume that Izl --- m > 0. Then these 
m letters are generated by applications of the inverses of rules (el) and (e2). If the 
inverse of (el) is applied at position i, then ly~ls > 0, which means that no letter can 
be shifted across Yi. If the inverse of one of the rules (e2) is applied at position i
in order to gain length, then state i cycles through pl-->p2->p3~p~ or a cyclic 
permutation of this cycle. Hence, again, ly, l ,> 0. Thus, z---e. [] 
From the proof of Lemma 4 we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 1. Let x~ A + and y~ A* such that y~--~*xy. Then ly]o,>~ 1, and ]y]s~> 1.
In addition, i f  y = yoSyl with ]yols =0, then ]yo]o,~ > 1 and yo$~->*Xyo$. 
For the next step in our proof we introduce the semi-Thue system T' that we 
obtain from T by deleting the rule (~P15, qf$). Note that T' does still contain the 
rule (qf$, ~p~$) and that all the other rules of T' can be used bidirectional. 
Lemma 5. Let x ~ A + and y ~ (A -{$})* such that y$.-~* xy$. Then there exists some 
z~ (A-{$})* such that y $ *-> * z$ and z$ ~ *, xz$. 
Proof. Let x e A + and y e (A -{$})* such that y$~*xy$,  and let 
Y$ = Yo$*">rYl$ ~">r" " ~"~rY,,$ =xy$ 
be a derivation of minimal ength. By applying rule (el) in one or the other direction 
the number of occurrences of the ~-symbol can be changed. So let i:= 
min{j e {0, 1 , . . . ,  n}lVk e {0, 1 , . . . ,  n}: lYjI,<-lYkl,}- Take z := y,. Then z ~ (A - {$})* 
and y$~*z$ .  Further, z$ = yi$~--~*xy$ = xyo$~*xy i$  = xz$. It remains to show that 
*, xz$. 
Consider the derivation 
z$ = yi$ ~ Yi+ l$ ~'-> " " "~'> Yn$ = Xyo$ ~ xyl$~"> " " "~ xyi$ = xz$, 
T T T T T T 
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which we shall denote as 
z$ = zo$<-* z ,$o"  • "*-* z,,$ = xz$. 
T T T 
If the rule (~p~$, qf$) is not used at all, then this derivation only contains applications 
of rules of T', and so we are done. Otherwise, let j be the first step of this derivation 
at which the rule (~p15, qf$) is applied, i.e., zj$ = uj~p~$*'*rUjqf$ =zj+~$. 
According to the choice of z, Izl,-- ly, l,<~ lykl, <~ Ixykl, for all k = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n imply- 
ing Izl,~ < Iz~l, for all k = 0, 1 , . . . ,  n. In particular, this yields Izl,~ < Izj+d, < IzA. Thus, 
there exists a maximal index l < j  such that, at step l of the above derivation, rule 
(qr$, ~P~$) is applied, i.e., z~$ = utq~<-'~ru~,p~$ = z~+15. Hence, the above derivation 
can be written as 
z$ = Zo$~ Z~$ = utq#,=> u~,p~$~ uj,~p~$ *-., u,q,$ = ~+ ~$ ,--, z,,$ = xz$,  
T" T' T' T T 
where ut~- ,u j  and i:pl$~*.~,pl$. Now, 
z$ = Zo$~ Zl$ = utqf$~ uiq~ = zj+l$<"~ z,,$ = xz$ 
T' T'  T 
is another derivation of xz$ from z$ that contains less applications of the rule 
(~p~$, qf$). Still Iz[¢~ < Iwlt for all words w occurring in this derivation. Hence, this 
process of removing applications of the rule (~p~$, qf$) can be repeated until finally 
a derivation z$~* ,xz$  is obtained. [] 
Lemma 6. Let x ~ A + and y ~ (A - {$})* such that y$~*,xy$.  Then, in order to derive 
xy$ from y$, the rule (qf$, ~p~$) must be applied. 
Proof. Let xe  A + and ye  (A-{$})* such that y$~* ,xy$  and let 
Y$ = Yo$~ YI$ =~" " • ==~ Yn$ = xy$ 
T" T' T' 
be a derivation that does not contain any applications of the rule (qf$, ~P15). Then, 
lYl, = lYil, for all i= 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, and since x# e, which means that some length- 
increasing rules must be applied, ly l ,> 0. Since st(y)= st(xy), the additional Ix[ 
letters can only be generated through Ix[ applications of inverses of rules (e2) at 
the rightmost position ofy. Thus, y = Uoi~VoroWo f r some Uoe (A - {$})*, Vo, Woe 1"2" 
and r0 s Q'. However, since no letter can be shifted across a ~-symbol, the word 
xy$ = XUoi~VoroWo$ cannot be derived from y$ = Uo~VoroWo$ in this way, a contra- 
diction. [] 
Lemma 7. I f  there exist words x ~ A + and y~ (A -{$})* such that y$~oxy$,  then 
there exists a word w' ~ n*  such that ~pl$~*,~w'qf$. 
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Proof. Let x ~ A +, y~ (A-{$})* such that y$~*,xy$ and let 
y~$ = uiqf$~T, ui~-p,$ = Yi+l$. 
be a corresponding derivation. By Lemma 6 there exists a smallest index i~ 
{0, 1 , . . . ,  n - l}  such that 
Yi$ = uiqf$:::::~ ui~pl$ = Yi+ l$ .  
T' 
Thus, we obtain the following derivation: 
uii:Pl$ = Yi+1$~ Y,$ = Xyo$~ Xy l$~ xy i$  = xuiqf$. 
T" T" T' 
During this derivation o {-symbol is erased. Thus, each word zj$ occurring in 
this derivation can be factored as zj$ = vj~.w~$ such that u~* ,  vj and i:p~$~*,~w~$. 
Hence, we conclude that ~.p~$~*,~w'qf$ for some word w'~ (~2 u {/~})* is a part of 
the above derivation. Since each occurrence of the/~.symbol in w' can be generated 
by an application of the rule (qf$, ~P15) only, we see that a word w'~ ~2" can be 
chosen, thus proving the lemma. [] 
Lemma 8. I f  there exists a word w' ~ ~* such that i:pl$~*,~w'qf$, then there is some 
w ~ Fl* such that ~qoW$<--~*,~w'qf$. 
Proof. Let w'~ ~2" such that ~.pl$~*,~w'qf$ and let 
~.P15 = i:UoroVo$~.ul r  v15~ " " ~UnrnVn$ = ~.w' qf$, 
T' T' T' 
where ui, vl ~ ~2" and ri ~ Q'. Then there is some index i such that 
= = r,+1 v,+15 
T' T' 
and i:qoW$*-**,i:w'qf$ (just choose i to be the largest index such that a rule from 
T'-7"1 is applied). [] 
Proof of the Theorem. Now we are ready to prove that L(M)~0 if T is self- 
embedding. Let x, y, z ~ A* such that xz ~ e and y<-.**xyz. Then z = e, i.e., x~ A + 
and y<.-**xy 0.emma 4). By Corollary I, ly[s>~ I, and if Y=Yo$Yl, lYo[s =0, then 
y0$<-**Xyo$. Hence, there is some z~ (A-{$})* such that z$=:>*,xz$ (I.emma 5), 
which in turn implies that ~,p1$=:>*,~,w'qf$ for some w'~ ,f2* (Lemma 7). By Lemma 
8, this gives the existence of w~2*  such that ¢qoW$*-**,~,w'qf$, i.e., we L(M) 
(Lemmas I and 2). Thus, L(M)~0. Together with Lemma 3 this proves our 
theorem. [] 
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3. Concluding remarks 
We have shown that it is undecidable in general whether or not a given finite 
Thue system is self-embedding. In fact, we have proven the following restricted 
problem to be undecidable: 
INSTANCE: a finite Thue system T on Z. 
QUESTION: are there words x, y c 2*  such that x # e and y~*xy?  
Obviously, the Thue systems constructed in the proof of this result are non- 
cancellative, i.e., uv ~*  uw ( uv ~*  wv) does not in general imply v ~*  w (u ~*  w). 
So the problem of deciding whether a given Thue system is self-embedding remains 
open for the class of cancellative Thue systems. 
On the other hand, observe that, in the proof of Lemma 3, no rule of T is applied 
in both directions. Thus, our undecidability result also holds for pure semi-Thue 
systems, i.e., for semi-Thue systems S for which (l, r) e S implies (r, l) ~ S. 
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